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AGENDA
8:00 a.m.

Registration, refreshments and networking

8:30 a.m.

Welcome
Facilitator: Tom Baker, Town Administrator, Town of New Castle
Michael Gamba, Mayor, City of Glenwood Springs
Tom Jankovsky, Commissioner, Garfield County
George Newman, Commissioner, Pitkin County

8:40 a.m.

Workshop Purpose and Overview: Meeting Clean Energy Targets

8:50 a.m.

Energy Innovation for a Strong, Diverse Economy
Christopher Worley, PhD, Director of Policy and Research, Colorado Energy Office

9:05 a.m.

Our Region: Rich with Clean Energy Opportunities
Matthew Hazleton, Colorado Office Lead, Planning, Permitting and Licensing, TRC Companies

9:20 a.m.

Introduction to Framework for Exploring Opportunities, Partnerships and Action

10:05 a.m.

COAL MINE METHANE OPPORTUNITIES
Overview
Michael Coté, President, Ruby Canyon Engineering
Elk Creek Methane Capture Case Study
Moderator: Michael Coté
Evan Vessels, Vessels Coal Gas Inc.
Del Worley, CEO, Holy Cross Energy
Methane Capture Q&A, Partnerships and Action

10:20 a.m.

Break

9:25 a.m.
9:40 a.m.
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10:30 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
11:05 a.m.

11:15 a.m.
11:35 a.m.

11:50 a.m.
12:05 p.m.

BIOENERGY, BIOMASS AND BIOGAS OPPORTUNITIES
Overview
Mark Hall, Vice President, Power Development, TRC Companies
Grand Junction Wastewater Treatment Plant Case Study
Dan Tonello, Wastewater Services Manager, City of Grand Junction
Bioenergy, Biomass and Biogas Q&A, Partnerships and Action
SMALL HYDRO OPPORTUNITIES
Overview
Kurt Johnson, President, Colorado Small Hydro Association
Small Hydro Q&A, Partnerships and Action
GEOTHERMAL OPPORTUNITIES
Overview
Matt Sares, Manager, Hydrogeologic Services Branch, Colorado Division of Water Resources
Geothermal Q&A, Partnerships and Action

12:15 p.m.

RECYCLED ENERGY OPPORTUNITIES
Overview
Susan Brodie, Executive Director, Heat is Power Association

12:25 p.m.

Lunch

1:00 p.m.

1:45 p.m.

SOLAR OPPORTUNITIES
Presentations and Panel: Accelerating Success and Addressing Challenges
Moderator: Katharine Rushton, Sunsense Solar
Megan Day, AICP, Project Leader and Renewable Energy Planner, NREL
Barry Mather, Ph.D., Senior Electrical Engineer, Power Systems Engineering Center, NREL
Kevin Brehm, Senior Associate, Rocky Mountain Institute
James Williams, Director, RES America
Solar Q&A, Partnerships and Action

2:00 p.m.

Regional Leaders Panel: Next Steps for Moving Forward
Tom Jankovsky, Garfield County Commissioner
Jeanne McQueeney, Eagle County Commissioner
George Newman, Pitkin County Commissioner
Dan Richardson, Mayor, Town of Carbondale
Greg Russi, Trustee, Town of New Castle

Immediately

Happy Hour: Glenwood Canyon Brewing Co., 402 7th St.
Join us for an opportunity to continue the day’s conversation.

Following
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About the Workshop Speakers
Christopher Worley, Director of Policy and Research, Colorado Energy Office
www.colorado.gov/energyoffice / chris.worley@state.co.us
Christopher Worley has worked on energy policy for the Colorado Energy Office since 2011, covering clean
and renewable energy, energy efficiency and alternative fuel vehicles. He earned a Ph.D. in Mineral and
Energy Economics from the Colorado School of Mines, and previously worked on energy analysis at the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory.

Matthew Hazleton, Colorado Office Lead, Planning, Permitting and Licensing, TRC Companies
www.trcsolutions.com / mhazleton@trcsolutions.com
Matthew Hazleton manages staff in TRC’s Fort Collins and Lakewood offices. His group assists clients in
permitting renewable energy projects, power generation and transmission facilities, upstream and
midstream oil and gas facilities, and pipelines. He earned a BE in Chemical Engineering from the Colorado
School of Mines.

Michael M. Coté, President, Ruby Canyon Engineering, Inc.
http://www.rubycanyoneng.com / mcote@rubycanyoneng.com

Michael Coté has worked in the voluntary and compliance carbon markets since 2001, including
greenhouse gas emissions reporting, methodology development, and qualifying carbon offset projects. He
co-founded Ruby Canyon Engineering in 2005 to provide consulting services for methane-to-energy offset
projects at landfills, coal mines and livestock operations. The company has completed more than 650 GHG
validations and verifications since 2010. Coté earned a BS in Environmental Management from Colorado
Mesa University in 1997.

Evan Vessels, Vessels Coal Gas Inc.
http://www.vesselscoalgas.com / evessels@vesselscoalgas.com
Evan Vessels has worked in coal mine methane capture for the past six years through his company, Vessels
Coal Gas. His work covers emission data collection, gas plant operations, and sales of renewable energy
credits (RECs). He was involved in lobbying efforts that were successful in including coal mine methane as
a qualified energy source in Colorado’s Renewable Energy Standard, as well as increasing the RES
requirements.

Del Worley, President and CEO, Holy Cross Energy
www.holycross.com / dworley@holycross.com

Del Worley leads Holy Cross Energy, a generation and distribution electric cooperative serving 55,000
meters in Eagle, Garfield and Pitkin counties. Holy Cross is increasing its renewable portfolio and
promoting conservation and efficiency. Recent projects include a 12 mW woody biomass plant, 3 mW in
community solar, 3 mW coal mine vented methane generation plant, more than 6 mW of rooftop solar and
a five-year energy efficiency program. Worley earned a BS in Applied Mathematics from Colorado State
University and has 36 years of experience in electric utilities.

Mark Hall, Vice President, Power Development, TRC Companies
www.trcsolutions.com / MHall@trcsolutions.com
Mark Hall originates opportunities with the power generation industry for TRC’s engineering and
consulting organizations. Hall’s work for TRC includes consulting in renewable energy and helping owners
of fossil power plants meet obligations related to criteria pollutants and greenhouse gas reductions. Before
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joining TRC, Hall had a 20-year career in the power generation industry working with natural gas fired
power plants, municipal solid-waste-to-fuel projects and a gasification technology venture. Hall earned an
MS in Environmental Science from Indiana University and a BS in Chemistry from Austin College.

Daniel Tonello, Wastewater Services Manager, City of Grand Junction
http://www.gjcity.org / dant@gjcity.org

Dan Tonello has served the City of Grand Junction for 33 years, and was a lead staff member in the city’s
innovative Persigo biogas project, from planning through implementation. Tonello holds state certifications
in water and wastewater treatment, and has served as chair of the Colorado Industrial Pretreatment
Coordinators Association. He earned a BS in Organizational Management.

Kurt Johnson, President, Colorado Small Hydro Association, Owner, Telluride Energy
http://www.tellurideenergy.com / http://www.smallhydro.co/ / kurt@tellurideenergy.com

Kurt Johnson consults on small hydropower project development and innovation for commercial,
government and utility clients. He founded Telluride Energy following career work in providing
financing and installation of solar PV projects for commercial and utility customers, and government
sector work on renewable energy for the California Public Utilities Commission, the EPA, and the U.S.
House of Representatives. He earned a BA and MA from Stanford University and an MS in
Environmental Sciences from Johns Hopkins University.

Matt Sares, Hydrogeologic Services Branch Manager, Colorado Division of Water Resources
http://water.state.co.us / matt.sares@state.co.us

Matt Sares addresses the geological and hydrogeological information needs of the state Division of Water
Resources to ensure wise regulatory decisions governing groundwater. Since most forms of geothermal
energy involve water as a transfer medium, the Division regulates geothermal resource development in
Colorado. Sares previously worked for 20 years with the Colorado Geological Survey, where he and Dr. Paul
Morgan directed efforts to compile scientific information on the geothermal resources of Colorado. Sares
earned an MS in Hydrogeology from the Colorado School of Mines.

Susan D. Brodie, Executive Director, Heat is Power Association
www.heatispower.org / susandbrodie@gmail.com
Susan D. Brodie leads the Heat is Power Association, the U.S. trade association for the waste heat to power
industry, and is an independent consultant. Brodie previously developed and managed environmental
health and safety programs for GE, and worked in energy policy and compliance programs for Conoco. She
earned a BA in Environmental Studies from the University of Pennsylvania and an MS in Industrial
Environmental Management from Yale University.

Katharine Rushton, Commercial Sales Manager, Sunsense Solar
http://www.sunsensesolar.com / katharine@sunsensesolar.com

Rushton works with municipalities, counties and special districts to develop custom solar photovoltaic
solutions to meet their technical, economic and environmental goals. Rushton has also provided expertise
for climate action planning efforts in the region. She is certified by BPI and NABCEP, and is a 2018
candidate for an MBA in Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency at Beuth University of Applied Science,
Berlin.
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Megan Day, AICP, Project Leader and Renewable Energy Planner, NREL
http://www.nrel.gov / Megan.Day@nrel.gov
Megan Day leads the Cities Leading through Energy Analysis and Planning (Cities-LEAP) project, which
provides energy data and analysis to cities for strategic energy decisions. She has published original
research on renewable energy in city codes and policies, and assists communities and tribes to develop
solar energy projects. She is a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners and previously
worked in utility-scale PV plant development, urban and regional land use planning, and greenhouse gas
reduction planning.

Barry Mather, Senior Electrical Engineer, Power System Engineering Center, NREL
http://www.nrel.gov / barry.mather@nrel.gov

Barry Mather is leading power system modeling studies to develop better solar PV interconnection
methods and practices and to ensure continued reliable operation of the nation’s electrical grid. He serves
as the U.S. representative to the International Energy Agency PVPS Task 14 – High Penetrations of PV in
Electricity Grids. He previously led an NREL project focusing on the technical impacts of PV in Southern
California Edison’s service territory, and authored the “High-Penetration PV Grid Integration Handbook for
Distribution Engineers.” He earned a BS and MS in Electrical Engineering from the University of Wyoming,
and a Ph.D. from the University of Colorado, Boulder.

Kevin Brehm, Senior Associate, Rocky Mountain Institute
http://www.rmi.org / kbrehm@rmi.org

Kevin Brehm works Rocky Mountain Institute’s electricity practice and is the Co-Op and Municipal Utility
lead for RMI’s Shine Initiative, focusing on developing underserved niches in the renewable electricity
market. He is working to help rural electric cooperatives reduce the price of solar PV projects through costeffective procurement. He earned degrees from Penn State University and University of Colorado.

James Williams, Director, RES Distributed, Americas
www.res-group.com james.williams@res-group.com
James Williams works on distributed generation and load management system solutions for electric
utilities. He has more than 10 years of experience in development of utility-scale renewable power plants.
Williams earned a BA in Business Administration from University of Texas at Austin, and an MS in Applied
Geography from Texas State University.

About Clean Innovative Energy Sources
COAL MINE METHANE
Methane (CH4) is a naturally occurring organic compound and the primary ingredient in natural gas. It can
be burned to produce electricity and heat buildings. Methane can also be compressed and used to fuel
vehicles. Methane is also a highly potent greenhouse gas. Its lifetime in the atmosphere is shorter than
carbon dioxide (CO2), but CH4 is more efficient at trapping radiation. Pound for pound, the comparative
impact of CH4 on climate change is more than 25 times greater than CO2 over a 100-year period.
Coal mine methane (CMM) is released from the Earth from mining. In underground mines, methane creates
a safety hazard for miners, so it is vented into the atmosphere. Capturing coal mine methane turns this
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otherwise wasted gas into an economically viable energy source, and prevents it from being released
directly into Earth’s atmosphere. Burning methane to generate electricity reduces overall greenhouse gas
emissions by converting the gas to carbon dioxide, a less potent gas.
Worth noting
• Because coal mine methane (CMM) is released through mining, capturing it for use as fuel is considered
an emissions avoidance activity. Projects that capture CMM for power generation qualify for Colorado’s
Renewable Energy Standard (RES).
• Methane from gas wells drilled into coal seams is comparable to natural gas development and is not
considered a renewable energy resource.
• Methane gas released in the coal mining process causes serious safety and regulatory issues. Coal mine
operators must aggressively control methane levels to prevent explosions. These actions typically end
when mines are abandoned. Since 1987, methane gas in 11 abandoned Garfield County coal mines has
caused at least 13 fires or explosions.
• Types of coal mine methane (CMM) include Ventilation Air Methane (VAM) and Abandoned Mine
Methane (AMM).
• Other sources of methane capture opportunities include:
o Organic decay of waste buried in landfills
o Anaerobic wastewater treatment plants
o Concentrated livestock operations, such as feedlots

BIOMASS
Biomass is organic matter that is used either directly or after gasification to generate energy, which can be
called bioenergy or biopower. When plant biomass is burned, the chemical energy absorbed from the sun
during photosynthesis is released as heat. The most common biomass feedstocks utilized to produce
energy are trees, wood waste, agricultural crops and byproducts, animal wastes and by products. The
methane produced at landfills or at anaerobic wastewater treatment plants produces a similar energy
source called biogas.
There are four ways to convert biomass into usable energy:
1. Biomass can be burned and used directly for heat.
2. Biomass can be burned and used to produce steam, which can be captured and used to generate
power or heat buildings.
3. Fermented biomass, using yeast, produces ethanol, which is blended with gasoline and used to
power motors.
4. Biomass can also be gasified and converted into biogas or biofuels.
Worth noting
• Most commercial biomass projects in Colorado are small systems used to heat public buildings.
• Biogas can be turned into pure methane (called biomethane or renewable natural gas) and injected into
the pipeline grid or used as a transportation fuel in a compressed or liquefied form.

SMALL HYDRO
Hydroelectricity is generated from the gravitational force of falling or flowing water. In a typical
hydroelectric facility, water flows through a penstock into a turbine, where it powers a generator that
converts mechanical energy into electricity. Small hydro projects typically divert only a small portion of a
river or stream, or are added to pre-existing water diversions or pre-existing dams.
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Colorado’s mountainous topography makes the state a prime location for hydropower development. A
2013 study by the Colorado Department of Agriculture also showed a substantial opportunity to develop
small hydropower using existing irrigation infrastructure.
Worth noting
• Hydroelectric power is the most widely used renewable energy source in the U.S.
• Models run by the Idaho National Laboratory identified several hundred sites in Garfield County where
low-power or small hydropower plants could potentially be constructed.
• There are three size categories for small hydro projects: pico hydro systems generate less than 5 kW,
micro hydro generate 5 to 100 kW, and small hydro generate up to 10 mW.

GEOTHERMAL
Geothermal technologies harness heat produced deep within the earth. In the U.S., geothermal energy has
been used to generate electricity on a large scale since 1960. Through research and development, it is
becoming more cost effective and competitive with fossil fuel sources.
The ways in which geothermal resources can be used for energy depends on their temperature, which is
related to the depth of the source underground. Direct geothermal sources are near the Earth's surface
(such as hot springs or geothermal reservoirs) and have water temperatures less than 100°C / 212°F.
These sources can be used for heat pumps and directly for pools, spas, greenhouse agriculture, aquaculture,
space heating and district heating.
When the geothermal sources are tapped deeper they are much hotter. This hot water and steam from deep
underground wells can be pumped up and used to generate electricity in a power plant. According to NREL,
several indicators show the potential in Colorado for power development from deep geothermal resources.
Subsurface heat flow, for example, is high in the Arkansas River Valley and San Luis Valley.
Worth noting
• According to a 2006 MIT study, Colorado is ranked 4th in the U.S. for thermal heat per acre.
• The town of Pagosa Springs has used a geothermal district-heating system for more than 20 years.
• The Delta-Montrose Electric Association has actively promoted geothermal heat pumps, and more than
400 homes in the co-op’s service area have geothermal heating systems.
• At least 12 studies and reports have examined geothermal resources in Glenwood Springs.

RECYCLED ENERGY
Recycled energy, also called waste heat, uses heat produced by an existing process to generate electricity.
The waste heat is captured by a recovery unit and converted to electricity through a heat exchange system.
This process produces no emissions because no additional fuel is burned. Industrial users can route this
emission-free power back to their own facility or sell it to the electrical grid. In Colorado, it qualifies under
the state’s Renewable Energy Standard (RES) as an eligible resource.
In the industrial sector, recycled energy streams are initially produced by kilns, furnaces, ovens, turbines,
engines or other equipment. Waste streams suitable for recycled energy can also be generated at field
locations, including landfills, compressor stations and mines.
Worth noting
• Under the Colorado RES, recycled energy systems must have a nameplate capacity of no more than 15
megawatts, must convert otherwise lost energy from the heat from exhaust stacks or pipes to
electricity, and must not use additional fossil fuel in the combustion process.
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•

Recycled energy is also produced by the commercial and residential sectors, but not at high enough
heats or volumes to be economically feasible for recovery.

SOLAR POWER
Solar power is any energy source from the sun, and includes solar photovoltaic (solar PV), which generates
electricity, and solar thermal, which creates heat energy. Both technologies are used in systems ranging
from a small household to utility-scale production. Utility-scale solar thermal systems are referred to as
concentrated solar power systems.
PV systems are made up of solar panels that contain solar cells, which convert sunlight to direct current
electricity (DC). For most applications, that electricity passes through an inverter to become alternating
current (AC), which can be fed into the grid or used to power most home or commercial lighting, appliances
and other machinery.
Worth noting
• According to the U.S. Department of Energy, there is enough energy in 90 minutes of sunlight on the
Earth’s surface to meet the energy needs of every person on the planet for an entire year.
• Costs of solar PV have decreased dramatically in the past decade and continue to come down.
• Garfield Clean Energy estimates that an additional 7.6 mW of photovoltaic panels could be installed on
rooftops of public buildings in Garfield County. The U.S. EPA RePower Project identifies the county’s
landfills as potential sites for solar PV generation.

>> SOURCES NOT COVERED IN THIS WORKSHOP
CONCENTRATED SOLAR POWER / UTILITY-SCALE SOLAR THERMAL
Concentrated solar power systems (CSPs) use mirrors to reflect and concentrate solar energy onto
receivers, which convert the sunlight to heat, which is then used to generate electricity. CSPs typically
include a heat storage component that allows for round-the-clock generation of electricity.
Worth noting
• Colorado is the top state for the performance of solar thermal technologies, according to researchers at
NREL and the Florida Solar Energy Center.
• The Alamosa Solar Generation Project, located on 225 acres in the San Luis Valley, produces 30 mW of
solar electricity for Xcel Energy, enough to power more than 5,400 Colorado homes.

WIND
Wind power uses a turbine to generate electricity, using energy created by spinning blades. Wind turbines
can be stand alone, off-grid systems or large, multi-megawatt systems with many large turbines located
together in a wind farm and connected to the regional power grid. Effective wind power generation at
utility scale requires a location with few or no obstacles or land formations to block the wind, and a
consistent wind source producing an annual minimum wind speed of 6.5 meters per second.
Eastern Colorado benefits from wind resources and open land, making that region ideal for wind energy
production. Western Colorado’s topography and weather patterns prevent the consistent flows of wind
needed for cost-effective wind energy development.
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The Current Energy Picture: Garfield, Eagle & Pitkin counties
1. Countywide Energy Spending, in millions of dollars
Electricity
Natural gas
Buildings total
Garfield
$52.42 M
$16.18 M
$68.6 M
Eagle
$74.95 M
$29.53 M
$104.5 M
Pitkin
N/A *
N/A *
N/A *

Transportation
$80.80 M
$108.17 M
$17.76 M

Grand total
$149.4 M
$212.67 M
N/A *

2. Countywide Emissions Totals, in metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e)
Buildings
Transportation
Emissions total
Garfield
285,076
355,000
640,076
Eagle
837,554
418,200
1,255,754
Pitkin
N/A *
77,000
N/A *
* The 2014 Pitkin County Emissions Inventory is in progress.

3. Growth in Solar PV on Public Buildings and Facilities in Garfield County

4. Changes in Xcel Energy Colorado CO2 Emissions, 2005 to 2015
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Energy Efficiency is America’s Cheapest Energy Resource
Energy efficiency is the cheapest method of providing Americans with electricity, according to a 2014
report by ACEEE, the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy.
Energy efficiency programs aimed at reducing energy waste cost utilities only about 3 cents per kilowatt
hour (kWh), while generating the same amount of electricity from sources such as fossil fuels can cost two
to three times more.
“The cheapest energy is the energy you don’t have to produce in the first place.” — Steven Nadel,
ACEEE Executive Director
“Why build more expensive power plants when efficiency gives you more bang for your buck?
Investing in energy efficiency helps utilities and ratepayers avoid the expense of building new
power plants.” — Maggie Molina, ACEEE Utilities, State and Local Program Director
The report, The Best Value for America’s Energy Dollar: A National Review of the Cost of Utility Energy
Efficiency Programs, looked at the cost of running efficiency programs in 20 states from 2009 to 2012. It
found an average cost of such programs to be 2.8 cents per kWh, about one-half to one-third the cost of
alternative new electricity
resource options.
The ACEEE report analyzed
energy efficiency costs from
20 states across the country,
including, Colorado.
Other key findings include:
•

Both electricity and
natural gas efficiency
programs have
consistently
remained low-cost
resources over the
past decade, which
shows the reliability
of efficiency as a
long-term resource.

•

Each dollar invested
in electric energy efficiency measures yields $1.24 to $4.00 in total benefits for all customers, which
include avoided energy and capacity costs, lower energy costs during peak demand periods like
heat waves, avoided costs from building new power lines, and reduced pollution.

•

Incorporating higher levels of energy efficiency in long-term planning can protect utilities and their
customers against volatile and rising costs of traditional energy resources.

Access the report here: http://aceee.org/press/2014/03/new-report-finds-energy-efficiency-a
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